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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to reexamine the relationship, artistic and political,
between James Joyce and Shakespeare from a postcolonial perspective.

More

specifically, I wish to explore how the complexity of this relationship can be seen in
action in "Scylla and Charybdis," chapter nine of Joyce's Ulysses. Through a close
reading of the chapter and the usage of theoretical work currently being forged in the
fields of Joyce and postcolonial studies, I show how Joyce is finally able to embrace
Shakespeare as an artistic partner and literary forefather but only after destroying and
recreating the monolithic image of "the Bard." It is Stephen Dedalus who performs this
theoretical demolition and reconstruction with his dialogue in the library in "Scylla and
Charybdis."

Stephen builds his image of Shakespeare by pulling the legendary

playwright out fi:om under the shadow of myth and contextualizing him within the realm
of history and, to borrow of phrase from Seamus Deane, "squalid fact." Paradoxically,
Stephen's next move is to create a new, more approachable Shakespeare within this
historic context. Finally, I show how Stephen is able to launch his audacious reading of
Shakespeare through the use of an oral performance that allows him to stand temporarily
outside of the hierarchies of power and knowledge established by the postcolonial
economy. By tracing the development of Stephen's dialogue on Shakespeare, one can
see, I argue, how Joyce is able to come to terms with Shakespeare, the literary mascot of
England, while still retaining his Irish identity.
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I. Introduction
The examination of the aesthetic relationship between Joyce and Shakespeare is
an area of Joyce studies that once seemed to be approaching its nadir. Shakespeare's
ubiquitous presence and influence can be found in nearly all of Joyce's major works, and
since the advent of Joyce Studies, textually-oriented critics have taken up the enormous
task of cataloging, annotating, and investigating Joyce's many references to Shakespeare
and his work. But even the richest of wells can begin to go dry: due to· the relative
sparseness of Joyce's oeuvre and the consistent popularity of Joyce Studies, it began to
seem as if most of the thematic correspondences between Joyce and Shakespeare had
been thoroughly explored. Had scholars continued to follow a purely textual approach,
the study of Joyce's relationship with Shakespeare would be in danger of being filed
away in the dreaded "already been done" compartment of literary scholarship.
Joyce/Shakespeare studies were rejuvenated, however, by the emergence of
postcolonial theory. In his article, "Modernism's Last Post," Stephen Siemon defines the
purpose and function of postcolonial studies as follows:
the concept [of the "postcolonial"] proves most useful [. . . ] when it locates a
specifically anti- or post-colonial discursive purchase in culture, one which begins
in the moment that colonial power inscribes itse�f onto the body and space of its
Others and which continues as an often occulted tradition into the modem theatre
of neo-colonialist international relations. (3)
The postcolonialist perspective posed a new set of questions about Joyce and
Shakespeare by problematizing their relationship and thus transforming the aesthetical
association between the two authors into a politically charged conflict. Shakespeare's
I

influence on Joyce now seemed less like a artistic alliance than an example of England's
monolithic canon casting its shadow over the literature of Ireland, one of the Empire's
colonized countries. When considered within the economy of England's colonial and
cultural subjugation of Ireland, Shakespeare no longer appeared as the benevolent literary
forefather whom Joyce merely admired and often borrowed from; he was now a symbol
of imperial England, the· overbearing colonial and cultural patriarch. In past studies,
Shakespeare was often designated as Joyce's artistic ally, a figure whom Joyce embraced
in his resistance to Irish Nationalism and in finding his own cosmopolitan voice in his art
and literature. Now, the image of the Bard was the image of the oppressor and had to be
resisted.
In his extensive postcolonial study, Joyce, Race, and Empire, Vincent J. Cheng
notes this resistance, identifying Shakespeare as "the national poet of the English empire
Joyce so resented" (14), and argues that Joyce's resentment of the British empire is
reflected throughout much of his novel Ulysses. In one instance, Cheng points to Stephen
Dedalus's conversation about Shakespeare and Hamlet in the library during chapter nine,
"Scylla and Charybdis," as a specific example of resistance against Shakespeare as a
symbol of England's violent subjugation of Ireland. According to Cheng, Joyce peppers
Stephen's dialogue on Shakespeare's Hamlet with "the bitter Irish opposition to the [Boer
War] [and] with the Irish resentment of imperial (and police) oppression at home" (228).
In Cheng's reading, Stephen denounces Shakespeare as a "miserly merchant and an
imperialistic jingoist" (228) and claims that during his convers�tion in the library,
Stephen is "quietly seething at the English attitudes toward and treatments of its
colonies" (229).
2

Cheng is correct in highlighting the undertones of colonial struggle that are
inherent in any Irish writing and thinking that deals with such a prominently British
figure as Shakespeare, but it seems a bit too harsh to claim that Stephen (or Joyce) views
Shakespeare as merely an "imperialist jingoist." Even though Shakespeare was an
Englishman and a literary figurehead of the British empire, Joyce expressed much
admiration for the iconic playwright during his life and career. In "Drama and Life," a
speech delivered in 1900, Joyce proclaims, "Shakespeare was before all else a literary
artist; humour, eloquence, a gift of seraphic music, theatrical instincts -- he had a rich
dower of these. The work, to which he gave such splendid impulse, was of a higher
nature than that which it followed. It was far from mere drama; it was literature in
dialogue" (39). Joyce's respect for Shakespeare is even more evident in a review of A. S.
Canning's Shakespeare Studied in Eight Plays, published in 1903. In his review, entitled
"Shakespeare Explained," Joyce sincerely refers to Shakespeare as "the great bard" (137)
and mercilessly attacks Canning's book, complaining that "It is not easy to discover in
the book any matter for praise" (137). Interestingly enough, one of Joyce's primary
reasons for panning the book was that "the writer's method of treating Shakespeare is (or
seems to be) remarkably irreverent" (137).

These praise-filled writings and others

(including Joyce's extensive lectures on Hamlet, delivered in Trieste in 1912) make it
difficult to accept Cheng's claims that for Joyce, Shakespeare mostly represents the
tyrannical British empire.
One critic who finds Cheng's postcolonialist reading of Joyce's relationship with
Shakespeare questionable is Richard Brown. In his article "'Shakespeare Explained':
James Joyce's Shakespeare from Victorian Burlesque to Postmodern Bard," Brown
3

argues that "Joyce's use of Shakespeare, and of popular Shakespearean theatre, makes it
hard for us to endorse current readings of Joyce which find his sense of Shakespeare tied
up with a sense of England as a culturally oppressive force" (104). Instead, Brown feels
that in Joyce's works, "Shakespeare is not seen as a symbol of cultural conformity but, on
the contrary, as an aesthetic tool that Joyce can deploy against cultural 'docility' in some
important symbolic way" (97). Arguing that Joyce manipulates Shakespeare in such a
manner as to envision and "[speak clearly] to a postmodern world of cultural and national
hybridities" (109), Brown offers a through investigation of how Joyce uses
Shakespearean ideas of performance and ambivalence to create his own unique literary
voice and, ultimately, to find and "occupy a position within a narrative of English
literature" (92).
During the course of his argument, however, Brown attempts to empty the
Joyce/Shakespeare relationship of all of its colonial tension. Early on in his essay, he
critiques postcoloniai Joyce studies, arguing that "Much recent work on Joyce has aimed
to retrieve a picture of his Irish cultural and political contexts, leaving all kinds of
questions about his }elation to the English and English literature iri a newly problematic
condition" (91). Referring to Cheng's reading of "Scylla and Charybdis," he dismisses,
for the most part, the colonial concerns in the chapter: "[I]n my view, neither side of this
colonial versus

anti-colonial,

nationalist versus anti-nationalist

debate .really

pr�dominates in the main Shakespearean thread of [Stephen's] argument and its
presentation" (104).
The postcolonial issues m the Joyce/Shakespeare relationship should not,
however, be so easily ignored. By dismissing the issues of colonial power and subjection
4

in Joyce's work, one risks harkening back to the more traditional and reductive readings
of Joyce as "apolitical" and "cosmopolitan." It is essential to remember that Joyce was,
before anything else, an Irishman who grew up in lower to middle class, Catholic
households located in the slums of Dublin during a time when Ireland was largely a
wasteland, due, in no small part, to English intervention and rule. In his book The
Politics of Irish Literature, Malcolm Brown offers a shocking account of the shambles

that Ireland had been reduced to during the period of Joyce's childhood:
[A]mid the celebrated advance of Victorian times, Ireland was the retarded. child.
There used to be a saying that Warsaw's slums were the foulest in all Europe; but
an Irish poet demonstrated statistically that by comparison with tsarist Poland,
Victorian Ireland had got much the worst of it. Out of the mountain of
sociological data that describes the unhappy condition of Ireland, a single bit can
serve for a summary[.. . ]: in the eighty years between Young Ireland (1842) and
the Treaty (1922) [ .. .] the population of England and Wales multiplied two and
one-half times, but the population of Ireland shrank to one-half its original size.
[...] Through the centuries of dominion, English statesmen found-little occasion
to exhibit toward Ireland the spirit of reciprocity that had successfully cemented
their union with Scotland. Irishmen they regarded as just another of the lesser
breeds [. . .].[T]he English record in Ireland was the darkest stain upon the
history of a splendid people. (3-4)
It is unlikely that Joyce could forget being raised in an environment filled with such
poverty and harshness. "Ireland, Island of Saints and Sages," a speech that Joyce
delivered in Trieste in 1907, clearly illustrates Joyce's and, for that matter, every Irish
5

person's inability to forget the indignity suffered at the hands of the British.. One of the
most interesting portions of this speech comes when Joyce, who was usually immensely
wary of Nationalist politics, actually voices his understanding of the Irish Nationalists'
urge to revolt against the British and the religious persecution that they brought to
Ireland:
Nor is it any harder to understand why the Irish citizen is a reactionary and a
Catholic, and why he mingles the names of Cromwell and Satan when he curses.
For him, the great Protector of civil rights is a savage beast who came to Ireland
to propagate his faith by fire and sword. He does not forget the sack of Drogheda
and Waterford, nor the bands of men and women hunted down in the furthermost
islands by the Puritan [. . .] . How could he forget? Can the back of a slave forget
the rod? (168)
In his article, Brown argues that Shakespeare was a culturally oppressive force only
during Joyce's early life when he still lived ip Dublin and that when Joyce left Ireland to
live abroad in Europe for the rest of his life, he grew more comfortable writing for and
relating with an English audience and was eventually able to consider Shakespeare
outside of the English/Irish colonial power struggle dyn�ic. Joyce's thoughts on
Shakespeare referenced earlier disprove the first part of this claim; clearly, Joyce, even as
a young man living in impoverished Dublin, was a great admirer of Shakespeare's
achievements.

Likewise, this excerpt from "Ireland, Island of Saints and Sages"

obviously shows that Joyce believed the Irish were never able to forget British
persecution, not even if they, like Joyce, left their country for the continent. It is
important to remember that even though Joyce physically left Ireland, his artistic
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endeavors remained focused on his home country throughout his entire career; to ignore
the political and colonial conflicts in Joyce's work is to do a great disserve to the
complexity of Joyce's art and to run the risk of, in Cheng's words, "defang[ing] the bite
of Joyce's politics" (2).
Thus far, I have attempted to illustrate that while both Cheng's and Brown's
readings of the Joyce/Shakespeare relationship are two of the most illuminating of recent
years, both are, by my estimation, ultimately flawed.

Cheng's interpretation is

problematic in that he makes the relationship appear more openly antagonistic than it is.
In all fairness, Cheng's reading may seem harsh because he offers only a relatively brief
consideration of "Scylla and Charybdis" (perhaps a more detai�ed reading was outside the
scope of his book), but in those few pages, Cheng raises many questions dealing with the
postcolonial concerns in the chapter that warrant further exploration. Conversely, while
Brown is more thorough in his reading of the complexities of their relationship, carefully
examining how Joyce uses many Shakespearean aesthetic techniques in the formation of
his artistic voice, he refuses to place the relationship and this aesthetic exchange within a
postcolonial context, a context that is vitally important to an understanding of the
Joyce/Shakespeare relationship.
In this paper, I wish to alleviate some of the tension between these two critical
viewpoints by reexamining the postcolonial elements of Joyce's relationship with
Shakespeare as they are played out in "Scylla and Charybdis." In doing so, I will be
taking ideas postulated by other postcolonial critics and applying them to Stephen's
dialogue on Shakespeare. The first part of my study will examine the postcolonial
dismantling of "master texts" from the canon of Western Literature. Stephen Siemon
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identifies a "counter-discursive energy" (4) in postcolonial writing and claims that "The
most visible area of this reiterative practice takes place in the post-colonial practice of
rewriting the canonical 'master texts' of Europe" ( 4). I will argue that in "Scylla and
Charybdis," Stephen, by rewriting and reinterpreting Hamlet, deconstructs the image of
"the artist" (represented here by the looming visage of Shakespeare, or ''the Bard") and
thus challenges the ideas of artistic and nationalistic infallibility. Likewise, Joyce's
positioning of Stephen within the narrative examines artistic creation and fallibility as
they relate to the postcolonial subject.
I argue that Stephen is able to construct this rereading of Shakespeare and Hamlet
by means of a postcolonial counter-voyeurism, and in the second part of this study, I will
examine the implications of Stephen's gaze into Shakespeare's private life. In her book
Postcolonial Theory: An Introduction, Leela Gandhi observes that "the colonised's
predicament is, at least partly, shaped and troubled by the compulsio� to return a
voyeuristic gaze upon Europe" (11). Enda Duffy, in The Subaltern Ulysses, argues that
there was a very real, very English Panoptic presence in Ireland during the early
twentieth century, and I propose that Stephen's voyeuristic reading of Hamlet ancl
Shakespeare's private life is an attempt to return this gaze upon England and thus reverse
the pattern of.Ireland's subjugation of England and interrogate colonial hierarchies of
power and knowledge.
In the third part of my study, I will expand upon the ideas of the gaze and
Panoptic surveillance by discussing the elements of performance in Stephen's dialogue in
the library.

All through the chapter, Stephen' guides his performance with stage

directions to himself, • and it is clear that he sees his dialogue as a transgressive
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performance that masks, discloses, and allows Stephen to occupy a space from which he
can return the gaze upon England. I wish to explore the full artistic and national
implications of this performance.
This study will hopefully offer a new way of reading the relationship between Joyce
and Shakespeare, a reading that will show how Joyce, instead of openly antagonizing and
fighting against the specter of the British Shakespeare, is able, rather, to appropriate
Shakespeare cunningly in a bid for postcolonial and artistic freedom.
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II. Knowing the Unknowable: Stephen's Rereading of Shakespeare and Joyce's
Positioning of the Postcolonial Artist

In his essay "Joyce and Nationalism," Seamus Deane discusses the ways in which
Joyce transforms Irish history, a history rife with colonial pain, suffering, and indignity,
through the acts of creating and writing. · He elaborates:
[Joyce] took [events] from the world of history and re-established [them] in the
world of fiction by unfettering [these events] from actual circumstances and
making of [them] a maieutic image which helped him to understand what he
already knew -- that in Ireland possibility would always be humiliated into squalid
fact. The more squalid the fact, the more finite it seems. [. ·. . ]. History, then,
must be countered by fiction. (169)
Deane later argues that Joyce, instead of embracing the route of nationalism like many
other poor Irishmen, used his writing and the ability it granted him to transform and
recreate history as the ultimate act of rebellion against the "squalid facts" of being a
colonial subject in grimy Dublin: "For [Joyce], the act of writing became an act of
rebellion; rebellion was the act of writing. Its aim was to bring into the world a
loveliness that still did not exist" (175).
A rebellion involving the recreation, re-imaging, and revision of history certainly
takes place during Stephen's reading of Shakespeare and Hamlet in "Scylla and
Charybdis," but Stephen's rebellion, I argue, takes a different shape, almost an exact
opposite shape in fact, from the one Deane identifies in Joyce's writing. One way in
which Stephen's rebellion is different from the one Deane envisions is that it utilizes the
act of reading rather than the act of writing as its primary channel of revolt. In other
10

words, while discussing Shakespeare in the library, Stephen doesn't write to rebel; he
reads (or re-reads) to rebel. Richard Brown notes the importance of reading to Stephen's
character, claiming that "Stephen is portrayed as a reader as well as a writer, perhaps
more a reader than a writer in the end, since Joyce never allows him to achieve as much
in his writing even as he himself had done in comparable phrases of his own early
creative life" (92). The act of reading serves Stephen well during his re-reading of
Shakespeare, one of his most subtle but powerful acts of rebellion against artistic and
nationalistic totality and infallibility in Ulysses.
Stephen's rebellion by reading is also different from Joyce's rebellion by writing
in that they aspire to achieve almost opposite results. If Joyce used his writing, as Deane
suggests, to transcend "finite and squalid fact" and to "extend the range of possible
signification to an ultimate degree of openness, thereby setting itself against the closed
world of limited and limiting historical fact" (168), it seems as if Stephen hopes to do the
opposite in his reading of Shakespeare. Don Gifford and Robert J. Seidman, in Ulysses
Annotated, note that Stephen's biography of Shakespeare is much influenced by William
Shakespeare, a book written by a Danish literary critic named Georg Brandes and

published in 1898. According to Gifford and Seidman, Brandes's theoretical approach
was based on "formulat[ing] the principles of a new realism and of naturalism,
condemning abstract idealism and fantasy in literature" (192), and this is -the approach
that Stephen takes with Shakespeare by dragging the Bard out of the infinite realms of
myth and legend and into the harsh light of finite reality (even if it is a reality upon which
Stephen embellishes and improvises). During his dialogue,.Stephen often contextualizes
Shakespeare and his works historically and takes pleasure in uncovering the squalid, and
11

often sordid, facts of Shakespeare's life.

Further, Stephen attempts to transform

Shakespeare's seemingly monolithic and untouchable Hamlet from an unknowable,
canonical work of art into a play that is about such a simple and embarrassing event as a
husband worrying over his wife's infidelities. As Vincent Cheng has noted, the notion of
Shakespeare as an artist is, for the Irishman Joyce and his Irish creation Stephen,
hopelessly bound to ideas of British nationality and brutality, but Stephen's dialogue on
Shakespeare is not, as some postcolonial critics might suggest, simply an example of a
postcolonial subject expressing his antagonistic distaste for the national poet of the hated
empire. Rather, I feel that both Stephen and Joyce, through his placement of Stephen in
the narrative, are taking apart and questioning the idea of "the artist" and its relation to
national destiny by placing Shakespeare in his historical context, by considering him and
persuading others to consider him as a man limited by historical fact and circumstance
rather than as an unerring icon, in order to make an argument against the infallibility of
both the artist and the sovereign nation-state.
When one considers the postcolonial and nationalist issues dealt with in Chapter
Nine of Ulysses, the title of the chapter, "Scylla and Charybdis," seems to acquire a new
meaning and relevance beyond its basic Homeric correspondence.

Stephen, when .

entering into a dialogue with the Irish scholars at the library, does place himself between
the proverbial "rock and a hard place," between, if you will, the multi-headed beast,
Scylla, and the deadly whirlpool, Charybdis. I would argue that the two beasts that
Stephen finds himself trapped in between in this chapter are two competing systems of
national totality: British imperialism and colonialism and Irish Nationalist resistance to
the empire. It is important to note at this point that unlike many postcolonial writers,
12

Joyce, even though he opposed colonialism in his writing, felt no solidarity with his home
country and made no attempt to join his country in any sort of organized resistance
against the British. Marjorie Howes and Derek Attridge, in the introduction to their book
Semicolonial Joyce, note that while "historically, most (though not all) anticolonial

struggles have been versions of nationalism" (10), but Joyce's writings - evince "in their
dealings with questions of nationalism and imperialism [. . . ] a complex and ambivalent
set of attitudes, not reducible to a simple anticolonialism but very far from expressing
approval of the colonial organizations and methods under which Ireland had suffered
during a long history of oppression, and continued to suffer during his lifetime" (3).
While discussing Ireland · and postcolonialism, Howes and Attridge make an
interesting observation about Ireland's dubious position within the colonial economy that
may help partially explain Joyce's ambivalent feelings toward Irish Nationalism:
· A[. . . ] reason for controversy over Ireland's relation to the postcolonial is that
Ireland clearly belongs on both sides of each dichotomy. While Ireland under
British rule was underdeveloped and deindustrialized compared to England,
twentieth-century Ireland has far more in common with Europe than Africa in
terms of economic performance and living standards. And in social, cultural, and
religious terms Ireland is clearly of the West rather than opposed to it. (8)
The idea that Ireland could possibly be both a colonized country and a colonizer is
suggested early in Ulysses when Stephen complains to Haines, his English roommate, "I
am a servant of two masters, [.. .] an Englishman and an Italian. [. . . ] And a third [. . .]
who wants me for odd jobs" (1.638-41). Stephen's feelings reflect Joyce's own wariness
of both the British Empire and the Irish Nationalism that rose up against it. For him, the
13

L...

struggle between the English and the Nationalists was a battle between two different, but
equally ideologically dangerous, homogenizing ideas of the nation.

In Imagined

Communities, Benedict Anderson defines the nation as "an imagined political

community" that is "both inherently limited and sovereign" (6). The concept of the
nation that is limiting, closing out all potential for difference, and absolute and
unquestionable is the concept that Joyce and Stephen question in their interrogation of
both British and Irish nationality.
The struggle between English and Irish totality and how this struggle manifests
itself in literature is at the heart of the dialogues on Shakespeare that take place in "Scylla
and Charybdis." While sitting in the director's office of the National Library, Stephen
converses with George Russell (the poet A. E.) and John Eglinton (the pseudonym of
William Kirkpatrick Magee, a noted critic and essayist), two stanch Nationalists, Mr.
Best, and Lyster the librarian. From the beginning of their conversation, Russell and
Eglinton constantly reference the great English literary works of the past as examples of
art at its perfection and as the standards that the Irish artist must live up to in his work.
Eglinton, with "elder's gall" (9.1 8-9), teases _Stephen, the young Irish artist, by asking
him, "Have' you found those six brave medicals [. . . ] to write Paradise Lost at your
dictation? The Sorrows of Satan he calls it" (9.1 8-20). The implications of this jab at
Stephen are twofold. First, Eglinton' s comment establishes the English literary canon
(represented here by Paradise Lost) as the competition: whole, complete, etemally
enduring, self-sustaining, and totalizing works of art that must be met and "outdone" by
other works of art that offer an even more totalizing view of the world. The other
conclusion that may be ascertained from Eglinton' s statement, specifically in regards to
14

his reference to The Sorrows of Satan, is his distaste for Stephen's humanistic artistic
beliefs, which will be expounded upon during the course of the chapter. According to
Gifford and Seidman, Eglinton's reference to The Sorrows of Satan "mocks Stephen's
intention [. . .] to rewrite Paradise Lost so that Satan is portrayed as the romantic hero
who champions the cause of man against Jehovah, the impersonal forces of the universe"
(194). This tension is representative of one aspect of the colonial and nationalistic
struggle that reoccurs throughout "Scylla and Charybdis": the struggle between the ideas
of the total, eternal, and infallible nature of art, represented in this scenario by Jehovah
and the universe and embraced by the Eglinton and the Nationalists, and the fragmented,
temporal, and fallible ideas, represented by the nature of man, that Stephen exalts in his
theories on artistic creation.
Eglinton expands on his joke on Stephen, claiming "I feel you would need one
more for Hamlet. Seven is dear to the mystic mind. The shining seven WB calls them"
(9.27-8). Gifford and Seidman clarify the importance that the number seven held for
many of the Nationalist writers like Yeats, explaining that "In Hebrew, Greek, Egyptian,
and Eastern traditions, seven was regarded as the embodiment of perfection and unity,
mystically appropriate to sacred things" (1 94). By associating Hamlet with the number
seven, Eglinton is offering up Shakespeare's play as the ultimate example of artistic
perfection and a symbol of a mystical, total

unity

between the artist and the nation.

Russell echoes Eglinton's admiration of Hamlet and chimes in with another emotion
toward Shakespeare's monolithic work: envy. He laments, "Our young Irish bards [. . .]
have yet to create a figure which the world will set beside Saxon Shakespeare's Hamlet"
(9.43-4). Stephen sees Russell's pursuit of a distinctly Irish figure to stand along side of
15

Hamlet as merely a calling for an Irish grand narrative to reflect and replace the British
one that has caused so much colonial strife and suffering, and he is unnerved by the idea
of having to use his art to serve a movement that will surely begat the same brutal and
homogenizing totalities as the one it replaces. As Eglinton and Russell discuss their
desire for a national literature, an amalgamation of dire thoughts and jingoistic
nightmares races through Stephen's mind: "He holds my follies hostage. [. . . ] Cranly's
eleven true Wicklowmen to free their sireland. Gaptoothed Kathleen, her four beautiful
green fields. The stranger in her house" (9.35-7).
Stephen's paranoia concerning an outside force attempting to impose its
Nationalistic will upon his artistic thought is justified. Even in this serene setting of the
library office, he is beset by those who wish to use art as only a means to reaching a
national homogeny, as evidenced by Russell's commentary upon local-color love poetry:
People do not know how dangerous lovesongs can be, the auric egg of Russell
warned occultly. The movements which work revolutions in the world are born
out of the dreams and visions in a peasant's heart on the hillside. For them the
earth is not an exploitable ground but the living mother. [. . . ] [T]he desirable life
is revealed only.to the poor of heart, !he life _of H001er's Phaeacians. (9.103-10)
Russell's schema indoctrinates, and very nearly colonizes, the art produced by,
interestingly enough, the lower, working classes into a Nationalist agenda. He glosses
over the economic elements of the peasantry's attempts to work the earth, .claiming that
the peasant's land isn't "exploitable ground," in favor of establishing the earth as '1he
living mother," a grand signifier and the abstract center of a Nationalistic totality that all
Irish art must strive to attain.
16

Russell's fondness for this artistic unity is one of the reasons that he so admires
Ham let. He "oracle[s] out of his shadow" (9.46-7), praising Shakespeare's ability to hold

creative congress with these complete, centered, and unerring artistic ideals: "Art has to
reveal to us ideas, formless spiritual essences. The supreme question about a work of art
is out of how deep a life does it spring. [. . .]. [T]he words of Hamlet bring our· minds
into contact with the eternal wisdom, Plato's world _of ideas" (9.48-53). These words
evoke the stately image of "the Bard," the infallible artist whose words are loaded with
the essence of Being and "eternal wisdom." Russell's previous statement in which he
refers to Shakespeare as a "Saxon" (9.44) and Eglinton's association of Ham let with the
mystic number seven firmly cement Ham let as the master narrative, a work that perfectly
encapsulates and yokes together the wills and destinies of the artist and the nation into a
universalizing paradigm.
After Shakespeare and Ham let are considered in the context of Russell's and
Eglinton's Nationalist readings, the motives behind Stephen's reading of Ham let (and,
likewise, Joyce's construction of Stephen's reading) become more apparent. Instead of
launching an attack against England and Shakespeare that is steeped merely in colonial
fury,' as C�eng suggests, Stephen slyly and cunningly offers a reading that ultimately
destroys the notion of the infallible and universalizing relationship between artistic
creation and the will of the nation, thus mapping out a stunning critique of both British
imperialism and Irish Nationalism. When viewed through Stephen's critical lens, few
absolutes are sacred, not even his own, as we discover at the end of Stephen's dialogue
when he refuses to believe · his own elaborate reading of Shakespeare. Also important to
the postcolonial critique of artistic and Nationalistic totality in "Scylla and Charybdis" is
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Joyce's placement and treatment of Stephen within the- narrative that Joyce is creating in
Ulysses. When reading and interpreting Joyce, it is important not to fall into the trap of
associating Joyce's thoughts and feelings too closely with Stephen's; Richard Brown
reminds us that "Stephen is more than an autobiographical screen, and more also than a
fictional character, in the sense that he serves as an artist or intellectual figure for Joyce"
(92). In other words, Joyce, from time to time, voices his ideology through Stephen, but
he often holds Stephen at an objective distance and, especially in "Scylla and Charybdis,"
uses Stephen's words and thoughts to further comment on and question the nature of
artistic inspiration and creation. Joyce is constantly interrogating Stephen's position as
an artist in the postcolonial economy just as Stephen interrogates Shakespeare's position
at the center of the Western literary canon.
Stephen begins his interrogation by "Unsheath[ing] [his] dagger definitions"
(9.84) and sharpening an image of Shakespeare by contextualizing him historically and
grounding him firmly within the realm of "squalid fact." Two important definitions race
across Stephen's mind as he prepares to do intellectual battle with the Nationalists. The
first one is a definition of God as a "noise in the street: very peripatetic" (9.85-6) that
recalls a conversation Stephen had earlier that day with Mr. Deasy, the headmaster of the
school where Stephen currently teaches. During their conversation, Deasy and Stephen
also talk about Shakespeare, whom J?easy refers to as "A poet, yes, but an Engli�hman
too" (2.242-43), and nationality. Deasy makes an argument for national purity, claiming
that Ireland should not admit the Jewish because "They sinned against the light" (2.361)
and therefore hinder a nation's collective search to discover this et.emal light: "All human
history moves towards one great goal, the manifestation of God" (2.3 80-81). Like
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Russell and . Eglinton, Deasy feels that the nation should be headed for one teleological,
homogenized goal and that the artist sho�ld aid the nation in this search for eternal truth.
Stephen questions Deasy's assertions by offering a new definition of God:
Stephen jerked his thumb towards the window, saying:
-- That is God.
Hooray! Ay! Whrrwhee !
-- What? Mr Deasy asked.
-- A shout in the street, Stephen answered, shrugging his shoulders. (2.382-86)
When confronting the Nationalists in the library, Stephen revisits this definition of God,
reminding himself that the holy, mystic, and sacred goal that the Nationalists strive to
attain in their politics and art is, in fact, an abstracted, homogenizing, and dangerous
totality. For Stephen, the "God" that the artist follows is peripatetic, always wondering,
shifting, transforming, never homogenous, never complete, and can often be, like the
cries of the school children outside of Deasy's window, childish and incomprehensible.
This definition of God is one of the foundations upon which Stephen bases his critique of
English imperialism and Irish Nationalism.
·
The other definition Stephen uses in his intellectual battle is a definition of space
as "what you damn well have to see" (9.86), and ideas of space and composition of place
are essential for Stephen to delimit Shakespeare within his designated historic space.
Stephen introduces Shakespeare into this limited world of "squalid fact" by suggesting
that Hamlet was based on his family life, specifically his relationship with his wife, Ann
Hathaway, and his late son, Hamnet. At this point, Stephen's audience begins to get
restless with "this prying into the family life of a great man" (9.181), but Stephen's
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reading is more ambitious than mere literary expose. By showing the deep connections
between Shakespeare's life and work, Stephen is challenging the Nationalistic image of
the artist as an unerring, infallible Bard who is always in absolute control of his life and
work.
One of the ways in which Stephen challenges this conception of the artist is by
stressing the importance of Ann Hathaway in Shakespeare's literary career. Eglinton
downplays Hathaway's significance, claiming that "She died, for literature at least, before
she was born" (9.216), and, as a result, shows the chauvinist tendencies of the nation and
art that he and Russell envision. · In his book, Culture and Imperialism, Edward Said
argues that the idea of the nation can only become feasible in the postcolonial economy
when it is able to be "critical of itself' (264) and can address the concerns of "the abused
rights of all oppressed classes" (264), including women. The thought of incorporating
the feminine into their Nationalistic worldview is a dangerous proposition to the
Nationalists because, as Leela Gandhi notes, "other liberationist activities m the
. colonised world -- such as those of the women's movement -- [. . .] forcefully interrupt
the tri�phant and complacent rhetoric of the anti-colonial nation-State" (82). Stephen
uses the feminine, embodied here by Ann. Hathaway, to show the weakness of nationalist
ideas of artistic and Nationalistic ·infallibility.
Stephen first refutes Eglinton' s claim by detailing the importance that Hathaway
had in Shakespeare's life: "She died [. . .] sixtyseven years after she was born. She saw
him into and out of the world. She took his first embraces. She bore his children and she
laid pennies on his eyes to keep his eyelids closed when he lay on his deathbed" (9.21720). Many critics have claimed that Stephen's dialogue on Shakespeare illustrates the
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importance of an artist's life in the artist's work and that Stephen is showing that this
method of artistic creation is superior to the aesthetic approaches of the Irish Literary
Revival, a group of writers a majority of whom looked to the myths of ancient Ireland
and to its peasantry for their artistic inspiration. This claim is unquestionably true, but
Stephen's reading of Shakespeare is much more complex than merely showing the
importance of the artist's life in his work. By highlighting the seemingly trivial, domestic
aspects of Shakespeare's life, including his relationship with and dependence upon the
feminine, Stephen creates a rupture in Nationalist dis�ourse and cuts through the mythos
of "the Bard" by offering a feminine perspective that has long been silenced and, as a
result, undermines the patriarchal and nationalistic notions of "great" men who
knowingly and willfully set out to create perfect art and perfect nations in what Stephen
calls ''the world of men" (9.254).
One of the most powerful examples of Stephen's demystification of Shakespeare .
occurs when he challenges Eglinton's claim that agreeing to marry Ann Hathaway was
merely one of Shakespeare's bad choices: "The world believes that Shakespeare made a
mistake [. . . ] and got out of it as best as he could" (9.226-27). In reply to this statement,
Stephen makes his now-famous declaration, "Bosh! [. . .] A man of genius makes no
mistakes. His errors are volitional and are the portals of discovery" (9.228-29) and
proceeds to offer his own illuminating analysis of the early stages of the relationship:
He chose badly? He was chosen it seems to me. If others have their will Ann
hath a way. By cock, she was to blame. She put the comether on him, sweet and
twentysix. The greyeyed goddess who bends over the boy Adonis, stooping to
conquer, as prologue to the swelling act, is a boldfaced Stratford wench who
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tumbles in a cornfield a lover younger than herself. (9.256-60)
Stephen's interpretation of these details of Shakespeare's relationship with his wife call
into question the notion of the infallible artist who always has complete control of his life
and destiny; instead of Shakespeare choosing Ann, she chooses him, and she is clearly
the one in power in their relationship. Stephen even ventures so far as to claim that Ann
- and her feminine nature were partially responsible for Shakespeare's development as an
artist: when Eglinton asks what Shakespeare could possibly have learned from Ann,
Stephen replies, "Dialectic, [. . . ] and from his mother how to bring thoughts into the
world" (9.235-36). With these comments, Stephen decisively moves Shakespeare from a
world of being into a world of becoming. This world of becoming is alluded to earlier in
the chapter when Stephen answers Russell's dismissal of his interrogation of Shakespeare
as "the speculation of schoolboys for schoolboys" (9.53) with the statement "The
schoolmen were schoolboys first" (9.56), and the ideology of becoming continues to be a
valuable tool for Stephen in his critique of artistic nationalism for it challenges the linear
notions of the artistic quest for a universal wisdom that are endorsed by the Nationalists,
as evidenced by Russell's earlier statement that attempts to homogenize the various love.
songs sang · by peasants in the countryside into one, singular, Nationalist cry for
revolution. Conversely, Stephen reenvisions Shakespeare, the monolithic and iconic
English Bard, as an artist who was long in development -- an artist who stumbled, whose
life was fraught with questions and occasional weakness, and whose will was not always
his own. These characteristics are intolerable to the nationalistic artist. The artist who
represents the nation must never stumble, doubt, or have a moment .of weakness and must
always be in control of his destiny and the destiny of the nation. At the beginning of the
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conversation, the Nationalists obviously view Shakespeare as this type of artist, the
mystical, enigmatic, Saxon Bard who emerged from the abstracted shadows of history,
whose "immortal" (9 .188) words conveyed spiritual ideals and eternal wisdom, and who
demanded imitation from all of the nations that where subordinated under his
motherland's Empire. Stephen's dialogue shakes the foundations of this notion by
grounding Shakespeare in historical fact and, as a result, showing him in development.
The Nationalists are unnerved because by challenging the notion of British artistic totality
and being, he is challenging the validity of their Nationalistic totalities that attempt to
mirror and "out do" the English ones.
While Stephen is demystifying Shakespeare, Joyce is also busy examining
Stephen and at times rupturing the text and Stephen's intellectual jousting by cracking the
facade of Stephen's own artistic self-assurance.

When Stephen introduces Ann

Hathaway as an important factor of Shakespeare's life and work and reminds his
audience that "she laid the pennies on his eyes to keep his eyelids closed when he lay on
his deathbed" (9.219-20), his thoughts processes internally break down, and memories of
his mother's death ripple to the surface: "Mother's deathbed. Candle. The .sheeted
mirror. Who brought me into this world lies there, bronzelidded, under few cheap
flowers. Liliata rutilantium. I wept alone" (9.221-24). These memories not only reveal
Stephen's vulnerability, but they also illustrate how easily an artist's proposed trajectory
can be disrupted by situations that are beyond control. Just as Stephen interrogates
Shakespeare's infallibility with his details of Shakespeare's relationship with Ann
Hathaway, Joyce reminds Stephen of how his artistic schemes have collapsed in the past
and, as a result, calls into question any totalizing notions offered by Stephen as well. At
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the conclusion of Portrait, Stephen prepares to leave Ireland to pursue an idealized
trajectory of his own: to live abroad on the continent as a cosmopolitan artist. Even
though he carries out his first part of his plan and leaves Ireland, the death of Stephen's
mother interrupts his trajectory, and Stephen is called back home to Ireland. Thus,
Stephen's memories of his mother's deathbed offer a powerful example of how the artist
can often be controlled by wills other than his own, and this notion shatters any attempts
at artistic and Nationalistic totality and infallibility.
Joyce also uses the setting of the library office to disrupt and complicate
Stephen's artistic theories and schemes.

Throughout the chapter, the door to the

director's office opens and closes as characters come and go, and this action is not
incidental. Colin MacCabe, in "The Voice of Esau: Stephen in the Library," notes the
importance of the office door:
Joyce's writing [. . . ] emphasizes chance and L . .] irony [and often upsets
Stephen's dialogue].

As Stephen sits in the Library trying to create both

Shakespeare and himself at the centre of the world, the Library doors open and
close, beyond his control, producing elements which constantly re-make his
world. As the chapter closes Bloom and Stephen will pass through them but
Stephen is still unable to accept the chance encounters which will remake him
through a series of accidents. ( 1 15)
One of the most significant examples of the door interrupting and complicating Stephen's
trajectory comes when he makes his famous declaration, "A man of genius makes no
mistakes.

His errors are volitional and are the portals of discovery" (9.228-29).

Immediately following this statement, the offic� door opens, and all assigned meanings
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are set askew: "Portals of discovery opened to let in the quaker librarian, softcreakfooted,
bald, eared, and assiduous" (9.230-31). The meaning of Stephen's "portals of discovery"
are, in an instant, inverted; instead of heralding the ideas and discoveries of a brave .
young artist, the portals of discovery transform into a door that allows a quiet, humble old
man to enter a drab room. With this instance, Joyce illustrates how easily artistic
intention can be changed against the will of the artist and uses Stephen to show that since
artistic infallibility is a foolhardy thing to assume, Nationalistic totality is an even more
dangerous concept to accept.
Joyce continues to unravel Stephen's argument and consciousness m many
illuminating ways during his dialogue in the library. One of Stephen's most interesting
breakdowns occurs early on in "Scylla and Charybdis" when his stream of consciousness
fragments, and he is beset by a storm of different voices. First, an oddly Saxon,
Shakespearean voice accosts him for being presumptuous enough to argue with people
who have lent him money in the past: "How now, sirrah, that pound he lent you when
you were hungry" (9.192). In response, Stephen elaborately tries to scheme his way out
of owing the pound, reaso�ng, "Wait. Five months. Molecules all change. I am other I
now: Other I got pound" (9.205-6). All the while, Stephen is haunted by British voices;
one chants "I paid my way. I paid my way" (9.202), and another dismisses Stephen's
theorizing with a Shakespearian blow-off, "Buzz. Buzz" (9.207). Stephen eventually
concludes that he still owes the pound:
But I, entelechy. form of forms, am I by memory because under everchanging
forms.
I that sinned and prayed and fasted.
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A child Conmee saved from pandies.
I, I and I. I.
A. E. I. 0. U. (9.208-13)
This passage is extremely revealing for several reasons. In The Empire Writes
Back, Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin claim, "It is not possible to return

to or to rediscover an absolute pre-colonial purity" (195), and Stephen's internal,
fragmented dialogue reflects a sort of double consciousness with its heteroglossia of
British and Irish voices and obviously rejects any sort of postcolonial discursive purity.
What is perhaps even more interesting in Stephen's internal dialogue, however, is the
way in which Joyce illustrates how Stephen (consciously or not) uses this double
consciousness as a means of interrogating himself and deconstructing his own ideas. The •
significance of Stephen's internal dialogue becomes more obvious when it is considered
in relation to the mentality of �e Revivalists. G. J. Watson, in Irish Identity and the
Literary Revival, describes the attitude of Yeats, Russell, and other members of the

movement as steadfastly unified:
[The Revivalists] [felt] free of the great English literary tradition, [and] could
assert, in turning to the sagas and legends of heroic Ireland and to the folk-lore of
the peasantry, the nobility of [their] own chosen version of the native Irish
tradition, and simply ignore what (they] did not wish to see. The Anglo
Irishman may pick and choose among the shattered fragments of Irish culture; he
may seek identity, but with the freedom of his own inborn detachment. (152)
Eglinton and Russell impose ·these sorts of singul�, pure, and totalizing notions upon
Shakespeare in their reading of Hamlet, again asserting their desire for artistic and
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Nationalistic totality and infallibility. Eglinton warns Stephen, "[l]f you want to shake
my belief that Shakespeare is Hamlet you have a stem task ahead of you" (9.3 70-71), and
it is essential for the Nationalists that Shakespeare remain Hamlet, and Hamlet alone, to
preserve the image of Shakespeare as unified and unfragmented.
Despite his audience's resistance, Stephen expands upon his reading of
Shakespeare as the hesitant, uncertain artist, claiming that in Hamlet, Shakespeare is "the
ghost and the prince. He is all in all" (9.1018-19) and, as a result, he explodes the
Nationalist's image of the centripetal, infallible artist. Throughout his conversation,
Stephen reminds himself to "Act" (9.979) and to "Be acted on" (9.979), and in his
reading of Hamlet, he claims that Shakespeare performs this same sort of interrogation of
himself by scattering his agency into a number of his characters. In Stephen's Hamlet,
Shakespeare doesn't reveal any of what Russell would call "eternal wisdom"; instead, the
Bard is now a ghost whose words are not exactly perceived as the eternal, infallible voice
of God but are instead met with doubt by Hamlet the prince, who represents another side
of Shakespeare's fragmented self. . Stephen's reading transposes the anxieties and the
double consciousness of the postcolonial subject onto Shakespeare, and this reimagining
of the Bard shatters any notion of artistic or Nationalistic totality. The Nationalists
remain pragmatic and are focused on the importance of the end result of Hamlet's
trajectory, as illustrated by Best's comment that a French performance of Hamlet was
subtitled "Le Distrait" (9.120), meaning "The Distracted One" -- insinuating that
Hamlet's inner struggles are merely the meanderings of procrastinator who puts off the
important task of violent retribution.

Stephen is wary of this reading of Hamlet,

however, and feels such a teleological analysis risks reducing the play to Nationalistic
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propaganda. In reaction to Best, Stephen fires off the slurs against British violence on
which Cheng focuses in his analysis of the scene: "Nine lives are taken off for his father's
one. Our Father who·

art

in purgatory. Khaki Hamlets don't hesitate to shoot. The

bloodboltered shambles in act five is a forecast of the concentration camp sung by Mr
Swinburne" (9.132-35). Instead of being, as Cheng suggests, a mere attack against
Shakespeare and his hated British Empire, however, Stephen's words stress the threat of
violence that can be offered by an idea of Nationalistic infallibility. A Nationalist
reading of Hamlet focuses on the revenge executed at the conclusion of the play, and this
reading recalls the Nationalists' wish to seek some sort of vengeance and comeuppance
in art, as evidenced by Russell's reading of love poetry as the mother that gives birth to
"The movements which work revolutions in the world" (9.104-5). But for Stephen, the
important part of the play isn't revenge; the significant element of the play is the lengthy
self- inte�ogation , that Shakespeare and his characters (being different, fragmented
representations of himself) endure, a interrogation that opens up the possibility of
fallibility in the artist's trajectory.
Another way that the artist's self-assured trajectory is ruptured and interrogated in
Stephen's reading of Shakespeare is how Joyce often uses Stephen to subvert the idea of
fixed identity. It is important to note that Joyce isn't completely doing away with the
idea of identity (if this were the case, he would fall back into the category in which some
critics have placed him of being "cosmopolitan," and there would be no need to bother
considering him as an Irishman); instead, he is attacking the absolute, cemented identity
that closes itself to interrogation. A cemented identity is of the utmost importance to the
Nationalists; for example, in Russell's reading of Hamlet, the Dane must remain a
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perfect, one-for-one correspondent for Shakespeare lest all of the Nationalists' ideas of
unity and purpose be cast into upheaval. Also, the Nationalists' own, Irish identities must
be certain if they wish to compete with what MacCabe calls "Shakespeare and the unity
of England under an English tongue" (125). Just as Stephen's reading of Shakespeare as
"the ghost and the prince, all in all" disrupts this notion of unity by reading Shakespeare
as a fragmented, self-questioning artist, however, Joyce also troubles the concept of
identity by illustrating how uncertain artistic identity can be. MacCabe points out that
many times in the chapter, Stephen willfully and knowingly questions fixed identity as a
means of resistance. MacCabe explains:
Language and identity are here posed in a very specific relation: to assume an
identity, to recognise and be recognised by the father, is to refuse the possibility
of re-interpretation. It is to so fix oneself that interpretation is finished, brought to
an end in a moment of paralyzed centrality, a moment which [. . .] is intimately
linked to Stephen's reading of Shakespeare. (113)
Stephen's most blatant refusal to fix himself within an identity and position that can be
interpreted comes near the end of the chapter when he claims that he does not believe his
own .elaborate theory on Shakespeare. Even after he denies the truth of his theory, Best
asks him, "Are you going to write it?" (9.1068), and Eglinton admonishes him, "Well, in
that case, [ . . . ] I don't see why you should expect payment for it since you don't believe
it yourself' (9.1071-72). These statements reflect the very reasons that Stephen feels he
must remain uncertain about his artistic theories: if he proclaims that his reading of
Shakespeare is entirely correct and infallible, his artistic identity will become a supposed
totality and will be fixed, embraced, and published by the nation, thus becoming . a
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stagnant ideology in the nation's homogeny. To save his artistic wares from becoming
the nation's property, Stephen constantly dismantles his identity, reminding himself, "I
believe, 0 Lord, help my unbelief' (9.1078), and continues to interrogate himself by
questioning his own terminology: "That is, help me to believe or help me to unbelieve?"
(1078-79). By embracing the symptoms of uncertainty that plague the postcolonial artist,
Stephen attempts to resist fixed interpretations, just as he ultimately refuses to fix
Shakespeare solely within his own interpretation.
Stephen's slippage of identity, however, is not always intentional; often, Joyce
undermines Stephen's playfulness with identity, revealing the possible dangers of identity
resistance. An interesting example of this sort of artistic identity crisis occurs when Best,
Eglinton, Lyster, and the just-arrived Buck Mulligan talk about different interpretations
of Shakespeare. Best claims, "The most brilliant of all is that story. of Wilde's [. . . ].
That Portrait of Mr W H where he proves that the sonnets were written by a Willie
Hughes, a man of all hues" (9.522-24), to w�ch Lyster replies, "For Willie Hughes, is it
not?" (9.525). While the two men are confused as to if the sonnets were written for or by
Willie Hughes, Stephen mulls over this artistic confusion: "For Hughie Willis? Mr
William Himself.

W. H.: who am I?" (9.526). Stephen's playful dismantling and

rearrangement of name and identity unexpectedly leads him to question his own identity,
thus reflecting Stephe�'s uncertainty as a postcolonial artist. Terry Eagleton, discussing
postcolonial Ireland, claims that "Since Ireland, from the standpoint of advanced
societies, is already a kind of nonplace and nonidentity, it can lend itself peculiarly well
to a cosmopolitan modernism for which all places and identities are becoming
progressively interchangeable" (35). I am hesitant to agree that this slippage of identity
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creates a sort of "cosmopolitan modernism" that allows Joyce and Stephen to "leave
behind" their Irish identity and side with the English Bard (this is part of the argument
that Richard Brown makes); rather, through the identity transformations that Stephen
(wittingly and unwittingly) undertakes, Joyce is able to show how interchangeable
identities in the postcolonial economy undo any sort of artistic or nationalist infallibility
and, perhaps more importantly, how dangerous any sort of totalizing confidence can be.
This dangerous slippage occurs when Stephen is explaining his theory on
Shakespeare and attempting to coerce his audience into believing him.

When his

argument begins to take shape and his audience's attention begins to turn to him, he
excitedly thinks to himself, with Shakespearian flourish, "They list. And in the porches
of their ears I pour" (465). Up until his point, Stephen portrays himself as a Hamlet, cast
out of his home by the usurper Mulligan, forced to roam fatherless throughout his
disinherited kingdom.

He also, at times, aligns himself with his recreation of

Shakespeare as the downtrodden artist; for example, when Stephen tells his account of
Ann's conquering of Shakespeare in the cornfield, he longs for a similar sexual
usurpation: "And my tum? When? Come!" (9.26 1 -62). At the point of his dialogue,
however, when he becomes certain of himself and his theories border on totality, he
transforms into Claudius, the villain. Joyce uses this identity slippage to show the danger
of assumed totality and infallibility. It is the unified confidence of the British Empire that
leads to colonialism, imperialism, violence, and "the concentration camp sung by Mr
Swinburne" (9. 1 34-3 5). Likewise, it is the totalizing notions of Irish Nationalism, a
nationalism that is meant both to meant to mirror and overcome the British Empire, that
leads to bloody insurrections and the havoc and destruction of the Easter Rebellion, an
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event that happened, significantly, as Joyce was composing "Scylla and Charybdis" in
Zurich in 1916.
This coincidence is striking, for just as the Easter Rebellion was one of the
Nationalists' loudest and most brazen cries for freedom from British colonialism, "Scylla
and Charybdis" is Joyce's quiet but equally bold treatise against nationalisms of any kind.
In this chapter, Stephen and Joyce are not attacking Shakespeare as much as they are
merely undermining his mystique and centralized position in the English canon to
illustrate both the folly and the potential danger of totalizing notions of the artist and the
nation. If one reads "Scylla and Charybdis" as Stephen's and Joyce's critique of artistic
and nationalist totality and infallibility, it is a bit easier to understand and reconcile the
problematic relationship between the Saxon Shakespeare and the Irishman Joyce. It is
important, however, that we remember the claim that Stephen makes two times during
the course his dialogue: "There can be no reconciliation [. . .] if there has not been a
sundering" (9.397-98). An obvious sundering that has taken place in the colonial past is
England's imperialist control of Ireland, but Englishmen are not the only ones doing the
sundering. Some less obvious acts of trespassing and control are Stephen's gazing into
Shakespeare's personal life and his embellishment and rearrangement of these facts into a
form that suits his own needs. Is Stephen's voyeuristic gaze into Shakespeare's life a
foqt1 of counter-violence and counter-gazing against England's colonization and
surveillance of Ireland, or is Stephen, like his version of Shakespeare, trying to work
toward a reconciliation with England? These are questions that bear further exploration.
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III. Making the Bard More Like Me: Surveillance and How the Servant
Transforms the Master ·

Enda Duffy, in The Subaltern Ulysses, discusses · the important role that
surveillance (in most cases, British surveillance) plays in the novel:
Wandering Bloom [. . . ] meets his peers, and he casts a cold eye on the police.
The police presence in Ulysses is int�nse: the novel reports on more policemen,
constables, redcoats, plainclothesmen, police touts, possible informers, police
barracks, prisons, and even applicants for the job of hangman [. . . ] than do most
detective novels [. . . ]. Bloom'sjlanerie, I suggest, is a mechanism of escape
from [. . .] the panoptic surveillance of the colony as police state. (19-20)
In "Scylla and Charybdis," there is a merger of colonial and local surveillance as Stephen
also experiences the paranoia of being under observation. On one level, he keenly feels
upon him the eyes of his audience, made up of elders of the Irish literary scene, as he
attempts to outwit them and the institution they represent; but there is yet another, even
more powerful institutional presence that pervades the setting in the library and mirrors
the economy. of surveillance that England was practicing upon colonial Ireland:. that of
Shakespeare and the canonical master texts of the English literary tradition. Since the
scene in "Scylla and Charybdis" is set mostly within the confines of the director's office
of the National Library, Stephen is not given the option to escape, as Duffy claims Bloom
does, through wandering about and jlanerie. As a result, he must construct another
retaliation to British panopticism.
In Postcolonial Theory: An Introduction, Leela Gandhi claims that "the
colonised's predicament is, at least partly, shaped and troubled by the compulsion to
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return a voyeuristic gaze upon Europe" (11). Stephen, I would argue, practices this "re
gazing" in the library by peeking and prying into the private life of the Bard. Stephen's
gaze into Shakespeare's bedroom, however, is much more complex than a simple desire
to "catch the Bard with his pants down"; in his reading of the intimate details of
Shakespeare's life, Stephen makes an ambitious bid to recreate the English Other in the
image of the colonized subject by capturing Shakespeare within his gaze and imposing
his own translation upon him. It is also important to note that while Stephen's reading of
Shakespeare may inflict a sort of theoretical violence upon Shakespeare's life (for
example, Stephen rips many facts from their context and even goes so far as to embellish
or create other facts), his reading ultimately leads to a reconciliation with the Bard and
with the English canon, a situation that echoes Stephen's declaration that "There can be
no reconciliation [. . .] if there has not been a sundering" (9.397-98).

Stephen's

reinterpretation of Shakespeare and the Nationalist's reactions to Stephen's reading are
all very telling of the postcolonial situation that Joyce creates and analyzes in Ulysses.
In establishing the setting at the Library and the postcolonial economy enclosed
therein, Joyce creates an atmosphere that is just as paranoid and · claustrophobic as the
setting of a noir thriller. After following Bloom's wanderings through the city streets for
most of the preceding chapters, Joyce's narrative abruptly shifts scenes from the open
streets of Dublin to the confined Library office. James Michels notes in '"Scylla and
Charybdis': Revenge in James Joyce's Ulysses" that "The opening of ' Scylla and
Charybdis' is significantly juxtaposed with the conclusion of 'Lestrygonians' (186). This
scene shift establishes that the men surrounding Stephen in this chapter are "indoor men"
(186) who prefer their shut-away, controlled environment to the bustling world outside.
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It is clear that trapped in the office, Stephen feels shut off from life itself; he describes the
office as a "discreet vaulted cell" (9.345) and notes that the books on the shelf resemble
dead bodies: "Coffined thoughts around me, in mummycases, embalmed in spice of
words [. . . ]. They are still. Once quick in the brains of men" (9.352-53, 356). Later in
the chapter, Stephen makes a reference to the "dark eavesdropping ceiling" (9.573-74) of
the office, adding fuel to his paranoia. One may suspect that the door to the office could
provide some fresh air and relief from the stuffy atmosphere, but whenever the office
door does open, it either disassembles or ruptures the message Stephen is trying to
convey (discussed in the last chapter) or allows entrance to a character like Buck
Mulligan who mocks Stephen's every move. The unpredictable door combined with the
stale, dead air of the office and the rotting books (bodies?) on the shelves creates an
oppressive environment in which Stephen must converse with these "indoor men."
Interestingly enough, these "indoor men" are often described in mysterious,
menacing, and sometimes even grotesque ways. For example, when Eglinton mocks
Stephen with his statement about Paradise Lost, he is depicted as follows: "Glittereyed
his rufous skull close to his greencapped desklamp sought the face bearded amid
darkgreener shadow, an ollav, holyeyed. He laughed low: a sizar's laugh of Trinity"
(9.29-31). In these lines, Eglinton is mostly shrouded in shadow, and his face is covered
by a concealing beard, making it difficult for Stephen to see him clearly except in flashes
of color. Significantly, the parts of Eglinton's face that seem the most visible, since they
are mentioned twice in one sentence, ar� his eyes. Therefore, even if Stephen can't see
Eglinton, it is clear that Eglinton can see Stephen, as his disembodied eyes lock Stephen
within their scrutinizing gaze and his menacing laugh echoes in Stephen's ears.
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Russell is depicted in a very similar manner. When he pontificates upon his
mystical, Platonic "ideas [and] formless spiritual essences" (9.49), he is described as
"oracl(ing] -out of his shadow" (9.46-7).

In this instance, the image of Stephen's

interrogator is completely obscured from vision by shadow, to the point where he is
nearly bodiless and formless, just like the ideals that he is describing. These disembodied
men represent the faceless (but not visionless) institution of the Irish Literary Revival, an
institution that Stephen feels trapped by, and his entrapment is perfectly illustrated in the
-Library office; he distinctly feels their eyes upon him, but he, much like a panoptic
prisoner, must struggle to see their vague but threatening shapes in the shadows.
This shadow-filled "discreet vaulted cell" of the library office is obviously a
stronghold for the Irish Literary Revival, and it is here that men like Russell and Eglinton
are scheming and constructing a "national literature." For instance, Russell is busying
himself with "gathering together a sheaf of [Ireland's] younger poets' verses" (9.290-91)
while the others worry over the fact that "[Ireland's] national epic has yet to be written"
(9.3 09).

Even within the Revivalists' foothold, however, the omnipresent English

cultural and aesthetic dominance is still able to interrupt and loom over the proceedings.
Even though these men want to focus on Ireland's contributions to literature, their
thoughts and conversations enviably return, again and again, to the great artists of the
England such as Milton and, most importantly, Shakespeare. Eglinton and the others
long for an Irish literary work that will be regarded as highly as Hamlet; thus, it seems as
if Irish art cannot exist unless it is compared to or set in opposition against the great
works of England. Clearly, the English literary tradition is the dominant institution in
this setting, and in this chapter, there is a definite mixing of the regimes of colonial and
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aesthetic domination; just as English officers roam the streets of Dublin in order to keep
their colonial subjects in line, the ghosts of England's "great" artists of the past haunt the
library office, constantly looking over the shoulders of the anxiety-ridden Revivalists
who hope to usurp them aesthetically and politically.
Fittingly enough, it is a ghost that Stephen decides to interrogate: the ghost of
Hamlet's father whom Stephen identifies as Shakespeare.

Even though visions of

Cathleen ni Houlihan and other snippets of Nationalist propaganda drift through
Stephen's mind, he spends little time in his dialogue directly challenging Irish
Nationalism. Instead, he decides to analyze the most dominant institution and turns his
critical eye toward "the Bard" who sits at the very center of the Western canon that casts
its shadow over the aesthetic pursuits of both Stephen and the Nationalists. One might
say that Stephen's reasons for gazing into Shakespeare's life and reinterpreting it are not
too difficult to ascertain; it seems as if Stephen is simply, to use Gandhi's terminology,
"returning a voyeuristic gaze on Europe" in an attempt to hold some sort of power over
Shakespeare (and England) and thus reverse the pattern of Ireland's subjugation by
England. But if Stephen's reading of Shakespeare is only attempt to own·and control the
literary figurehead of England, it seems as if the Nationalists, who vehemently hate the
British, would. enjoy Stephen's reckless dismantling and reshuffling of Shakespeare's
life. Their reactions to Stephen's dialogue, however, are quite the opposite -of enjoyment
and jubilation; in fact, they often find Stephen's comments to be foolhardy and offensive.
A closer examination of the cries of protest from Stephen's audience will highlight just
how complex is Stephen's reading of Shakespeare when considered within a postcolonial
context.
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When Stephen first proposes that Hamlet is the story of Ann Hathaway's betrayal
of Shakespeare and can be read as a disclosure Shakespeare's private life and anxieties,
Russell angrily responds:
But this prying [emphasis mine] into the family life of a great man [. . . ].
Interesting only to the parish clerk. I mean, we have the plays. I mean when we
read the poetry of King Lear what is it to us how the poet lived? As for living
our servants can do that for us, Villiers de l'Isle has said. Peeping and prying
[emphasis mine] into greenroom gossip of the day, the poet's drinking, the poet's
debts. We have King Lear: and it is immortal. (9. 1 8 1-88)
The rest of Russell's comrades respond in kind. Eglinton hears Stephen's theory and
replies that "of all great men [Shakespeare] is the most enigmatic. We know nothing but
that he lived and suffered. Not even so much. Others abide our question. A shadow
hangs over all the rest" (9.359-61). For all he cares, Shakespeare can remain in his
mysterious shadow. Other responses are not as calm or steadfast. "Blushi?g" (9.326)
and "quaking" (9.887), Lyster, the Quaker librarian, is visibly shaken by Stephen's ideas;
he turns an "Alarmed face" (9.332) to Stephen when he suggests that Ann was unfaithful
to Shakespeare.
One may be tempted to connect these disturbed reactions to the "text and text
alone" platitudes which Stephen's audience maintain in most of their readings of
. literature. If one considers the highly charged political content of most of the literature
produced by the Irish Nationalists (some of whom are present in this room), however, this
explanation doesn't completely fit.

For example, Russell has. no problem reading

political revolution into the Irish peasant's love songs, and the very nature of most
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Nationalist works demand that the author's motive (personal or political) be considered
when locating the argument of the text. On the other hand, when they talk about
Shakespeare's works, the origin of the story and the author's personal connections to the
text are seen as mere trifles, not to be considered when critically evaluating the work;
instead, the critic should just admire and envy the "immortal" poetry of King Lear.
What, then, is the difference between an English literary work and an Irish text? Why do
the Nationalists privilege English literature instead of attacking it with the same fervor
that they would against British imperial forces in the streets?
This privileging of English texts is a symptom of the inferiority that has been
deeply imbedded within these Irish subjects in this colonial economy. Gandhi claims that
"modem colonialism" (15) utilizes not only physical subjection but also employs many
forms of institutional subjection. In the introduction to After Col onial ism: Imperial
Histories and Postco l onial Displacements, Gyan Prakash explains the many forms of this

institutional subjection: "[Modem colonialism establishes] enduring hierarchies of
subjects and knowledges -- the coloniser and the colonised, the Occidental and the
Oriental, the civilised and the primitive, the scientific and the superstitious, the de:veloped
and the developing" (3). These hierarchies, instituted by the British, allow them to build
a barrier between what the Irish subjects should read into an English text and what they
should not read, what they can know and what they should not assume to know. It is
appropriate for them to read political or other "outside the text" connotations into Irish
works because, from the perspective of the Nationalists, these texts are incomplete, still
in development, and deal with dirty, menial, and embarrassing subjects such as carving
out a nation. These Irish texts and the people who create them lack and desire the totality
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that the Nationalists believe is inherit in English texts, the "developed" and refined
literary works of the already complete and powerful Empire. In his proclamation of the
"immortal beauty" of King Lear, Russell, quoting the French poet and playwright Villiers
de l 'Isle Adam, snobbishly remarks, "As for living our servants can do that," and this ·
statement mirrors the situation created by Britain's colonization of Ireland. "Living" is
left to colonized lower classes (in this case, the Irish), and the knowledge and analysis of
this "living" . is the privilege of the all-seeing eye of the colonizer or, in this case, the
British Empire. The colonizer may scrutinize and gaze at the lives of the peasant at will,
but the slave must never return the gaze or have any sort of intimate knowledge of the
master lest the institutional hierarchies necessary to creating and maintaining colonial ·
power be destroyed.
Despite all this, it would be reductive to claim that the Nationalists altogether
refuse to gaze back at England.

These colonized subjects do want to have some

knowledge of their colonizers, but the knowledge they seek is an idealized knowledge
that refuses any rearintimacy. Gandhi explains this idea further:
The Europe [that the colonized subjects] know and value so intimately is always
elsewhere. Its reality is infinitely deferred, always withheld from them. Worse
still, their questing pursuit of European plenitude, their desire to own the
coloniser's world, requires a simultaneous disowning of the world which has been
colonised. (12)
The type of desire described in this passage perfectly encapsulates the desire that the Irish
Nationalists depicted in "Scylla and Charybdis" have for England. . Stephen, almost with
pity, describes his audience as "Unwed, unfancied, ware of wiles, they fingerponder
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nightly each his variorum edition of The Taming of the Shrew" (9.1062-63). These
indoor men, by Stephen's estimation, have shut themselves off from the realities of the
outside, colonized world, preferring instead to admire blindly the literary perfection of
the perfect Empire. They cannot truly cast a critical eye upon England; for them,
England is more of a fetishized object made to be stroked and "fingerpondered" every
night in hopes that one day, the literature of their own country will achieve such
perfection. Their reading of Shakespeare is, as James Michels suggests, made up of
nothing more than "vicarious [and] safe" (1 85) fantasies. While the colonized subjects
have turned their attention to desiring the perfection of the colonizer's literature and
hoping to "out-do" this perfection, they have allowed their country to fall into imperialist
ruin. It is very fitting that the Shakespeare play that Stephen uses for an example in this
insistence is The Taming of the Shrew, for .Ireland is the shrew that England has tamed,
through institutional methods, by forcing the subject to desire to be like an idealized
version of the master.
Also, this desire is complicated by another desire that Gandhi describes as more
"difficult" and "puzzling" (11): the subject's desire to be colonized. In Dominat�d Man:
Notes Toward a Portrait, Albert Memmi discusses this strange desire:
The colonial relationship [. . .] [chains] the colonizer and the colonized into an
implacable dependence, [molds] their respective characters and [dictates] their
conduct. [. . .] [T]here [is] an obvious logic in the reciprocal behavior of the two
colonial partners [. . .]. How could the colonized deny himself so cruelly yet
make such excessive demands? How could he hate the colonizers yet admire
them so passionately? ( 45)
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According to Memmi, the colonial relationship establishes the identities of both the
colonizer and the colonized. Thus, colonized subjects feel that they must be colonized
and subordinated before they can have a recognizable identity; in the case of the Irish,
theirs was an identity that was largely founded upon their difference from and resistance
against the British. This dependence binds the subjects to the colonizer and forces the
subjects to rely on the master to assign them their own identities. Colonization and
domination force the subject to feel that this power relation cannot be questioned or
interrupted. The fully interpolated subjects must believe that if the col<;mial ip.�titutions
and hierarchies are ruptured, they will not benefit or gain power from their collapse.
Instead, boundaries and distinctions will be blurred, and they will lose their own identity.
To avoid this confusion, the subjects must remain shackled to their assigned position in
the colonial hierarchies of knowledge.
Stephen bravely breaks out of the shackles of what the institution tells him he can
or cannot read into the works of Shakespeare and what he can or cannot know about
Shakespeare's life. It has already been well established that Stephen paints an extremely
irreverent portrait of the Bard in his reading, and as I argued in the last chapter, removes
Shakespeare from the world of myth and into the world of fact in an attempt to dismantle
the Nationalist's beliefs in artistic and nationalistic infallibility. If Stephen's reading of
Shakespeare is considered as an act of reactive colonial voyeurism, however, it becomes
apparent that Stephen doesn't stop at grounding Shakespeare within the world of
historical fact. In fact, a great deal of Stephen's account of Shakespeare's life isn't based
on fact at all; it's made up on the spot. In his dialogue, Stephen casts himself in the role
of the observer (a position that is usually occupied by the English Other), and this ability
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to create an image of the observed subject is the power that the observer wields. In Being
and Nothingness, Jean-Paul Satre, writing from the slave's perspective, describes the far
reaching and catastrophic results of this power relation: "I am possessed by the Other; the
Other's look fashions my body in its nakedness, causes it to be born, sculptures it,
produces it as it is, sees it as I shall never see it. The Other holds a secret -- the secret of
who I am" (qtd, in Gandhi 11). In The Subaltern Ulysses, Duffy claims that these powers
of surveillance are at work in the colonial relationship between England and Ireland and
discusses how the British Empire often uses mechanisms of surveillance to create and
perpetuate stereotypes of the colonial subjects and impose whatever reading upon the
subject that best fits their agenda (125). While he doesn't exactly make a "stereotype"
out of Shakespeare, Stephen definitely uses the power of "peeping and prying" into
Shakespeare's life to fashion and sculpture an image of the Bard that is calculated to
serve his own agenda.
This begs the question: what is Stephen's voyeuristic agenda? First, one must
analyze exactly what type of Shakespeare Stephen creates. Again, some of the most
daring elements of Stephen's reading are the claims he makes about- Shakespeare's
relationship with his wife, Ann. Instead of being the man who triumphantly leaves
Stratford to pursue a stage career in London, Stephen's Shakespeare is both conquered
and cast out by Ann's sexual prowess. Stephen refers to him as "William the conquered"
(9.987) and talks of how Ann, "stooping to conquer" (9.259), overcame him with her will
and did psychological damage that Shakespeare, having "no truant memory" (9.245),
would never to able to forget. Stephen explains:
[Shakespeare's] Belief in himself has been untimely killed. He was overborne in
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a cornfield (a ryefield, I should say) and he will never be a victor in his own eyes
after nor play victoriously the game of laugh and lie down. Assumed
dongiovannism will not save him. No later undoing will undo the first undoing.
The tusk of the boar has wounded him there where love lies ableeding. If the
shrew is worsted yet there remains to her woman's invisible weapon. (9.455-61)
Stephen's use of violent words such as conquer, wounded, and ab/eeding recreates Will
and Ann's bedroom as the site of a battle) and Stephen's Shakespeare's violent defeat,
loss of home, feelings of inferiority, and irreversible psychological damage cause him to
resemble, oddly enough, a colonial subject.
Identifying Stephen' s Shakespeare as a colonial subject may seem questionable,
but it becomes a more viable claim when Stephen' s retelling of Shakespeare's early life is
compared with Stephen Slemon's definition of the postcolonial referenced earlier.
Slemon claims that the damaging ramifications of colonialism begin at the moment
"colonial power inscribes itself onto the body and space of its Others" (3 ). While Ann
Hathaway may not �e a "colonial" power, she certainly wields a great deal of power and
control over Shakespeare in Stephen' s reading; "It other have their will, Ann hath a way'�
(9.256-57), ·stephen says of her determination. She also inscribes her power upon the
young Shakespeare's body by overpowering him sexually, a siege that, Stephen claims,
r

rips and tears into both his body and mind, as evidenced by his claim that "Tue tusk of
the boar has wounded him there where love lies ableeding" (9.459-60).

Slemon

continues his definition by claiming that the residue of colonialism has a distinct effect
upon the discursive practices· of those who are subjected to its evils, and this is exactly
what Stephen sees in Shakespeare's plays. Stephen claims that,. as far as Ann' s sexual
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conquering of Shakespeare is concerned, "No later undoing will undo the first undoing"
(9.459), and he reads Hamlet (and, for that matter, Richard Ill and King Lear) in such a
way that suggests Shakespeare uses the play in an attempt to work out feelings of sexual
inadequacy and betrayal that still torment his psyche, just as the postcolonial artist would
use a text in an attempt to come to terms with the indignities suffered in the past. Even if
Stephen has to gloss over some historical facts and create others, he creates a convincing
portrait of Shakespeare as a postcolonially tormented artist.
This recreation of Shakespeare as a postcolonial artist is certainly a very
empowering exercise for Stephen; he is able to turn the tables on British surveillance by
becoming the observer and fashioning and shaping an image of an Englishman as he
pleases. Stephen's reimagining of Shakespeare, however, is not ultimately driven by
revenge or a desire to "strike back" at the British who have dominated him physically and
culturally in the past. Instead, I believe that Stephen's reading of Shakespeare points to
the destruction of colonial hierarchies of knowledge and difference. By daring to assume
knowledge about Shakespeare's private life, knowledge of an Englishman that an Irish
subject should never have, Stephen is able to create an image of a wounded Shakespeare
that ·is not very far removed from the wounded colonial subject. Ideas of colonial
difference help to lay out boundaries between privileged and unprivileged that fuel
ignorance, hatred, and antagonism, but the similarities that Stephen establishes between
Shakespeare and the colonial subject disrupt these barriers of colonial difference, thus
throwing any clearly-drawn distinctions between "us" and "them" into turmoil and
questioning the dichotomies that justify the colonial hierarchies established by the
colonizer.

If the distinctions of difference are shown to be unstable, perhaps the
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hierarchies that entrap colonial subject can be seen as unstable as well, and solidarity can
replace antagonism. This destruction of colonial difference that springs from Stephen's
dialogue is the main reason I feel that Stephen's reading of Shakespeare is a sundering of
history that ultimately leads to a reconciliation. Leela Gandhi, when discussing the ideas
of colonial remembering set forth by Homi Bhabha, claims that one of the functions of
colonial remembering is "reconciliatory in its attempt to make the hostile and
antagonistic past more familiar and therefore more approachable" (10). This is what
Stephen does in his reading of Shakespeare. By making Shakespeare a more familiar
figure and celebrating him as a wounded human being and artist instead of holding him at
a distance as the unattainable and perfect Bard, Stephen calls into the question the ideas
of colonial difference that justify the fear, hatred, and violence of the colonial economy.
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IV. Resisting the Written: Stephen's Performance on the Fringe

If Stephen is able to return a voyeuristic gaze upon England by trapping
Shakespeare within his gaze and recreating the Bard in whatever image he desires, an
obvious question must be addressed: how exactly is Stephen able to return this gaze?
How is he able to place himself outside of the hierarchies of knowledge created and
sustained by the colonial economy? How does he reposition himself in such a way that
he can impose, within his dialogue at least, subjectivity upon the Saxon Shakespeare? I
feel that the answer lies in the idea of postcolonial performance. With his constant asides
and directions to himself, Stephen's dialogue in the library heavily resembles a
performance, and I will argue that Stephen is able both to confuse interpellation
temporally and to reposition himself through the very performitivity of his dialogue.
Ideas of performance are extremely significant in "Scylla and Charybdis," especially if
one considers that the concept of performance (theatrical and otherwise) provides the
backbone for literature of the two political powers (the English and the Irish) between
which Stephen finds himself trapped; Shakespeare, the man around whom the whole
English canon is built, did a majority of his writing for the stage while, similarly, a
powerful bastion of the Irish Literary Revival was the theatrical work done by the Irish
Literary Theatre and later the Abbey Theatre. When Stephen's performance in the library
is compared with the theories of performance employed by the Englishman Shakespeare
and the Revivalists, Stephen's dialogue, with its colonial self-awareness, fragmented
double consciousness, and preference of the oral over the written word begins to seem
more like both an escape from the colonial hierarchies and a subversive attack upon these
hierarchies.
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In The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, Bill Ashcroft and others discuss Frantz
Fanon's ideas concerning the link between the bodily self-consciousness of the colonial
subject and performance. They explain:
As Fanon noted many years ago, this is the inescapable "fact" of blackness, a
"fact" which forces on "negro" people a heightened level of bodily self
consciousness, since it is the body which is the inescapable, visible sign of their
oppression and denigration. In a more general way the '�fact" of the body is a
central feature of the post-colonial, standing as it does metonymically for all the
"visible" signs of difference, and their varied forms of cultural and social
inscription, forms often either undervalued, overdetermined or even totally
invisible to the dominant colonial discourse. Yet, paradoxically the resulting self
consciousness, as Fanon perceived, can drive the very opposition which can undo
this stereotyping. (321)
Although the Irish subjects, for the most part, aren't black, they still fall victim to a
"cultural and social inscription" under British rule. Enda Duffy, also evoking Fanon,
claims that colonial difference between the British and the Irish was mostly maintained,
by the British's assertion that the Irish were drunken, primitive savages who were
constantly "fighting among themselves" (125), thus allowing the British imperial forces
to "justify their continued presence as the forces of law and order" ( 1 25). This constant
scrutiny causes an internal, DuBoisian double consciousness in the subject, and this
double consciousness or "policing of the self' can be seen many times throughout
Stephen's dialogue and makes Stephen painfully aware of his every move. For example,
when Stephen debates whether or not he still owes Russell his pound, he is assaulted by
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various internalized British ta�ts and voices: ""How now, sirrah, that pound he lent you
when you were hungry?" (9.192), "I paid my way. I paid my way" (9.202), and "Buzz.
Buzz" (9.207). Stephen's policing of himself, even though it is not exactly a part of his
external performance, offers Joyce an opportunity to show how precarious Stephen's
performance is and how aware Stephen is of this precariousness; at one point, Stephen
asks himself, "What the hell are you driving at?" (9.846) to which he replies, "I know.
Shut up. Blast you. I have reasons" (9.847). Stephen's performance and his easily
interrupted train of thought, riddled as they are with his doubting self-awareness, seem as
if they would not provide Stephen with a means of escape from colonial oppression but
instead show just how close his intellectual trajectory comes to a complete breakdown.
Lois Feuer, in "Joyce the Postmodern: Shakespeare as Character i_n Ulysses,"
claims that this schizophrenic self-awareness is what attracts Stephen to use Shakespeare
as the literary figure to dissect in his dialogue in the library. She feels that the discussion
of Hamlet is especially appropriate because the play contains "characters who themselves
play characters" (169) and extends this argument by suggesting that when Stephen claims
the ghost in Hamlet is actually Shakespeare, he isn't merely considering the .play as
biography but is, in fact, showing how Shakespeare, like himself, has a c�rtain amount of
self-awareness and is "acting in his own drama" (171). The ultimate goal of Feuer's
argument is to show how "Joyce uses the figure of Shakespeare to call our attention to the
visible role of the author" (173) and to show "the precariousness of the postmodem's
self-conscious construct" (173).
I feel Feuer's argument is even more interesting, however, when considered in a
postcolonial context. If Stephen's Shakespeare is, as I argued in the last chapter, made
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out to resemble a postcolonial subject, his body has been known, subjugated, and
conquered by the sexual power of Ann Hathaway. In Stephen's reading of Ha"!let,
Shakespeare is an exa�t correspondence for the ghost of the murdered king, and
interestingly enough, Stephen defines a ghost as "One who has faded into impalpability
through death, through absence, through change of manners" (9 .14 7-48). As a result of
his subjugation, Shakespeare's body has been rendered nearly intangible and is the very
site of his defeat. Only by self-consciously inserting his own body, a body that has been
marked by absence, difference� and defeat, into his• text and by performing himself in his
own drama is Stephen's Shakespeare able to interrogate and subvert the power of his
colonizer. It is important to keep in mind, however, that Shakespeare's m9tive isn't
merely revenge; instead, Shakespeare's presence in the play is integral in disrupting the
power of the colonizers by introducing uncertainty into their hierarchy. It is, after all,
Shakespeare the ghost who persuades Hamlet to question the state of affairs in Denmark,
a questioning that leads to an ultimate dismantF:Qg of the usurpers' power.
As Stephen begins constructing his performance and dialogue on Shakespeare (a
dialogue that begins, appropriately enough, with a description of a performance of
Hamlet), he- gives himself stage directions as he attempts to set the scene: "Local color .

.Work in all you know. Make them accomplices" (9.158). Like Shakespeare the ghost,
he is bidding his audience to listen, hoping to coerce them into seeing his point of view in
an attempt to disrupt the hierarchies of power and knowledge created by both of his
usurpers, Irish Nationalism and English imperialism. It is necessary for Stephen to force
himself into the ongoing dialogue in the library because, as in his version of Shakespeare,
he has been both subjugated and ousted from the dominant discourse. Stephen's situation
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as subject is more complex than that of his version of Shakespeare, however, in that their
are two forces working against him: the British and the Irish. His artistic thoughts are
constantly mocked and diminished by being forced to compete with the oppressive
cultural presence of Shakespeare, Milton, and the other great artists of England. At the
same time, Ireland's literary scene has made it clear that it has no place for him either; he
has been left out of "a sheaf of[Ireland's] yow1ger poets' verses" (9.290-9 1) that Russell
is collecting for publication. The only role that he feels he has been allowed in the
discourse of the dominant literary scene is that of a court jester who is simply around to
entertain his betters with his foolish ideas. It is clear that Stephen 1s acutely aware of this
situation from the very beginning of the chapter; when Stephen criticizes Lyster's lofty
claims about Shakespeare and Goethe as being a mere statement of the obvious, Eglinton
mockingly asks him, "Have you found those six brave medicals [. . .] to write Paradise
Lost at your dictation?" (9.18-9). Stephen reacts to this comment by forcing himself to

"Smile. Smile Cranly's smile" (9.21); but inwardly, he is hurt and feels trapped by the
harshness and the overbearing nature of those around him: "He holds my follies hostage"
(9.35). This comment shows that Stephen knows that to the Revivalists, he is_ foolish
youngster whose ideas are rough, brazen, only half-developed; they should be relegated
to being performed for the amusement of his older audience while the important work
should be left to the other, superior writers, poets, and artists of Ireland.
Despite all his opposition, Stephen is not going to be written off so easily. He
commands himself to "Persist" (9.42) and bravely launches into a performance that, in
Eglinton's words, "fly[s] in the face of the tradition of three centuries" (9.214).
Whatever Stephen's performance has in audacity, however, it lacks in confidence.
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Stephen often fears that he is losing his audiynce (and himself) in his labyrinth of a
dialogue and internally pleads, "Bear with me" (9.372). Another time, Stephen proudly,
but unwittingly, repeats his line, "There can be no reconciliation [ . . . ] if there has not
been a sundering" (9.397-98) and, when he realizes his mistake, has to chastise himself:
"Said that" (9.399). Certainly, Stephen's performance is anything but refined; at one
point, he is forced to stop clumsily, question himself, and start again: "Do you know what
you are talking about? Love, yes. Word known to all men" (9.429-3 0). Even though he
ends up convincing his audience and getting them to see his elaborate scheme, Stephen's
dialogue lacks the unity and continuity that his Irish audience desires to witness and
experience.
In fact, Stephen's performance becomes all the more interesting when it is
compared to the theatrical ideals embraced by Yeats and other Nationalists during the
turn of the century. In W B Yeats and the Idea of a Theatre, James Flannery explores
the performance theories that Yeats embraced in hopes of unifying Ireland as a culture
and a nation. Yeats, acc_ording to Flannery, saw the "fully developed personality as the
most perfect embodiment and expression of Unity of Being" (59), and the qualities that
he most favored in people were "courage, priqe, athleticism, and sprezzatura -- 'the art
which hides all art"' (59). Yeats felt that these attributes must be translated into the
theatre in order to impress upon the Irish nation the importance of forming into a unified
nation, a nation that would have the same nobility, grace, and natural beauty of the
performances being enacted on Irish stages.

Flannery best summarizes Yeats's

performative. ideals and how they related to the Irish nation as follows:
The creation of an Irish National Theatre was of central importance to all of
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Yeats's personal and public concerns as man and artist. By plunging literature
into social life through the drama, he hoped to achieve a unity of those forces that
warred within him: the struggle between self and anti-self; the disparate claims of
mysticism, aestheticism, and nationalism. By means of a theatre such as he
envisaged the cycle would be complete: Unity of Image would invoke that Unity
of Culture through which Unity of Being might flourish. (1 00)
As evidenced from the passage above, the ultimate goal of Yeats's method of creating
and performing both the image of the artist and the idea of the nation was unity, an� this
unity was supposed to bring together gracefully the artistic, political, and social life in�o
one homogenous whole. Even though Yeats eventually abandoned belief in these ideals
and often celebrated artistic uncertainty in his poetry, his early ideas for a unified theatre
for Ireland set the standard for much of the performance theories embraced by the
Nationalists in the early twentieth century.
In constructing Stephen's dialogue in "Scylla and Charybdis," Joyce eschews
these ideals and creates a performance that is nearly the antithesis of Yeats's model.
With its .fitful stops and starts, tangents, and self-interrogation, Stephen's·perforrnance is
ofteri jumbled and confused, lacking the sprezzatura that Yeats and the Nationalists
longed to see in a performance. Yeats' s theatre was a theatre of the finished product and
the unity of the predetermined "fully developed personality," whereas the rough,
unfinished, and almost improvisational quality of Stephen's performance gives it traits of
a more oral tradition. In The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, Bill Ashcroft and others
discuss the oral performance in postcolonial culture and how issues of the oral
performance versus the written word relate to colonial hierarchies of power and privilege.
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They claim:
In "modem" societies the oral and the performative continues to exist alongside
the 'YI1tten but it is largely ignored or relegated to the condition of pretext in
many accounts, represented as only the beginning or origin of the written. Yet in
many post-colonial societies oral, performative events may be the principal
present and modem means of continuity for the pre-colonial culture and may also
be the tools by which the dominant social institutions and discourses can be
subverted or repositioned, shown that is to be constructions naturalised within a
hierarchised politics �f difference. (322)
At the beginning of his dialogue in the library, Styphen reminds himself to "Hold to the
now, the here, thr<?ugh which all future plunges to the past" (9.89) and clearly rejects the
written word and the "high art" of the finished product in favor of holding to his dynamic
dialogue that exists in the "principal present." Often during the episode in the library,
Stephen is tempted to set the ideas of his dialogue down in words; at one point, Lyster the
librarian "hope[s] Mr Dedalus will work out his theory for the enlightenment of the
pubJic" (9.43 8-39) so that his words will be �itten down and can stand along· side of
other great an� distinguished _"Irish commentator[s]" (9.439) •like George Bernard Shaw
and Frank Harris. At the conclusion of his dialogue, Be.st excitedly asks him, "Are you
going to write it?" (9. 1 068), even though Stephen claims that he doesn't believe his own
theory. Eglinton gets annoyed by what he perceives as Stephen's lack of certainty and
scoffs, "Well, in that case, [ . . . ] I don't see why you should expect payment for it since
you don't believe it yourself' (9 . 1_071 -72). It is clear that the written word, a finished
project that is backed by certainty and is classified by modernized hierarchies as "high
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art," is privileged here; in the eyes of the Nationalists, Stephen's ideas can achieve
validity if they are given the distinction of being written down and published.
What Stephen's audience does not understand, however, is that for Stephen's
dialogue to be a means of resistance, it is imperative that Stephen continue "holding to
the now" and refuse to enter the realm of the written signifier. · Colin MacCabe reminds
us that in "Scylla and Charybdis," "Language and identity are here posed in a . very
specific relation: to assume an identity, to recognise and be recognised by the father, is to
refuse the possibility of re-interpretation" (113), and I feel that the MacCabe's claims
about language and identity can also be· applied to the relationship between identity and
the written word. By holding to the physical' present of his oral performance and its
ability to interrogate and reinterpret itself, Stephen is privileging the oral over the written,
thus upsetting the hierarchies of discourse established by "modern" and "civilized"
societies. The fact that several of the Revivalists were involved with collecting and
publishing oral stories from Ireland's peasantry might seem to problematize any claim
that the Revivalists privileged the written word over the oral, but I would argue that in
collecting these oral stories, the Revivalists are merely confirming their privileging of the
written; through the prestige of publishing, the Revivalists attempted to lend high-minded
credibility to these oral stories and move them into the realm of high art, a move reduces
these stories of the lower classes to mere tokenism. Conversely, Stephen is content to
remain within the realm of folk art and allows his speech to be influenced by real
fragments of lower class culture like "the sixshilling novel" and "the musichall song"
(9.107-8) -- the very · things that Russell denounces. As. a result, Stephen upsets the
hierarchies of class, privilege, and discourse.
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This rupture provides Stephen with many different means of postcolonial
resistance. One of the ways that Stephen's dialogue undermines ideas of colonial and
national power is the way in which the . unpolished feel of his performance offers a
different method of thinking about and performing the nation than those proposed by
Yeats and his Irish Literary Theatre. Yeats (in his plays) and the Nationalists yearned for
a theatre of absolutes, a theatre that displayed unity over fragmentation and solidarity
over uncertainty. Conyersely, Stephen' s performance thrives on its fragmentation and
uncertainty, and these unstable qualities, directly related to the performance's
improvisational conception, allow room for Stephen' s ideas to be interrogated and
reinterpreted. Without these qualities, Stephen's ideas would lose their vitality and
would beco_me stagnant and infertile just like the "Coffined thoughts [. . . ] in
mummycases" (9.352) that lie forgotten on the dusty bookshelves of the library office.
As Flannery notes, the national certainty and infallibility that Yeats and the Nationalists
sought in their theatre and performance theories eventually lead to "Political passion
carried to violent extremes" (1 00); the uncertainty and openness of Stephen's discourse
can allow more room to avoid these violent results. Instead of easing and resolving
tension, as Yeats aimed to do, Joyce foregrounds the tensions in Stephen' s dialogue to
show that no creation -- artistic, nationalistic, or otherwise -- is perfect and must always
be open to interrogation.
Perhaps the most effective means of resistance in St�phen's dialogue, however, is
the way that his insistence on orality allows him to reposition himself in such a way that
he can, temporally at least, stand outside the written discourse and create a new image of
Shakespeare without being bound by the colonial hierarchies of knowledge. After being
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subjected physically and culturally by the British and also being excluded from Ireland's
artistic discourse by the Nationalists, · Stephen is nearly eliminated from the discourse
altogether and relegated to being merely a parlor entertainer for his literary masters, but
he deftly uses this position on the fringe to create a portrait of Shakespeare that his
audience would never dream of creating due to their interpellation. In the setting in the
library, Stephen's youth and lack of literary reputation· actually serve liim rather than
hinder him because he has yet to delve into the written word, the very thing that could set
his words down forever, fix him into a certain position, and make him, to use MacCabe's
terminology, "recognizable to the father."

By relying on the self-conscious, oral

performance, Stephen is able to escape (temporarily, at least) the traps set by the colonial
hi�rarchies established by the British Empire and transform their literary figurehead from
a symbol of England's aesthetic domination and colonial difference into a figure who is
not so far removed from them and could possibly bridge the gap of colonial difference.
Almost paradoxically, Stephen's dialogue, wh_ich must remain in the realm of oral
performance to retain this power, can only reach contemporary audiences through the
medium of the written word. It could be said· that this is a.n testament to the fact .that the
old hierarchies of knowledge and privilege cannot be overcome, but I prefer to think that
Joyce merely waited until he had the chronological, geographical, and intellectual
distance to put a self-conscious image of himself into his text and to bury properly the
power and potential tension of Stephen's oral performance into these written words.
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V. Epilogue

Out of all the challenges presented by Joyce's texts, the question of how to
. determine Joyce's relationship with Shakespeare in a postcolonial context is one of the
most difficult and intriguing. Several times in this study, I have quoted Stephen's remark
that "There can be no reconciliation [ . . . ] if there was not been a sundering" (9.397-98),
and I place a great deal of importance on thi� comment because I feel the trajectories of
both Joyce' s and Stephen' s reading, creation, and appropriation of Shakespeare follow in
t!tls same movement: they pillage Shakespeare's life as a means of finding artistic kinship
with him; they disassemble as a means of reassembling.

The ultimate goal of my

argument was to show, like Richard Brown, that Joyce and Stephen are able to find a
kinship with Shakespeare, but it is a kinsQip that is not easily earned and cannot be
achieved without negotiating many postcolonial questions. Joyce cannot conjoin with
Shake�peare merely as an artist; he must do so as an Irishman. This fact can been see� in
.Stephen's seemingly trivial interrogation of himself in the library when he is trying to
decide whether or not he still owes the pound Russell lent him five months ago. Stephen
tries precociously to theorize . his way out . of owing the pound, claiming that since
"Molecules ·an change". (9.205) over time, he isn't the same person any more. This
effort, however, is in vain because Stephen realizes that memory makes him the same
person, even if "under everchanging forms" (9 .208-9) . . Lik�wise, Joyce can never forget
the indignity of growing up under British rule and cannot easily throw aside all of his
ethnicity and wholeheartedly embrace the British Shakespeare.

There must be a

sundering before the reconciliation, and it is this sundering that leads to the reconciliation
. that I have tired to analyze in this study. My fondest wish is for other scholars and
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thinkers to continue exploring this fascinating relationship and not close the books on
Joyce I Shakespeare studies just yet.
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